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MoRE villains!

Based on the success of our previous supplement Vicious Villains: THE BaddEsT 
oF THE Bad (available at http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/product/104898/ ) we 
have decided to put together another collection of bad guys and girls for use in your 
M&M campaign! 

in this book you will find eight villains, ranging from Pl6 to Pl 15. We have also 
introduced a few rules tweaks to help enrich your game including new complications 
and new rules regarding the artificer and Ritualist advantages! 

We hope you enjoy this .pdf! Please check out our other gaming materials, films and 
comics at http://www.aegisstudios.com

Thank you for picking up  Vicious Villains ii!
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Vicious Villains

The Arcadian
Princess Elvyne of Arcadia was born in the wild kingdom of the Fae. 
Though noble born and groomed to eventually assume the throne of 
Arcadia, Elvyne had little interest in politics. She was a free spirit, 
even for a faerie. A notorious prankster and troublemaker, Elvyne 
loved to torment her brothers and sisters with practical jokes 
and elaborate pranks. Above all, she loved assisting in the Harvest. 
The Harvest is the seasonal  journey made to the realm of Man 
to collect children and replace them with changelings. Elvyne was 
greatly amused by the idea of bringing human babes into Arcadia 
and leaving behind fae children in their stead. To her, the Harvest 
is simply another elaborate joke and anyone who sees it differently 
(human parents, the authorities, superheroes) are simply stodgy 

fuddy-
duddy 

sticks in the mud who need 
to get a life. 
     Though mercurial and 
arguably insane (at least 
by human standards) 
Elvyne is ultimately a 
noble creature. If she 
gives her word of honor 
she feels duty-bound to 
uphold it. Beyond that she 
finds herself involved in all 
manner of mischief at every 
opportunity.
     Elvyne’s control over 
plant life (via the Animate 
Plants power, detailed on 
page 12 of this book) and 
affinity for animals leads 
her to stick mostly to rural 
environments, though on 
occasion she makes an 
exception.  

The Arcadian (PP Total 200)
Gender F Height 4’8” identity Public
age 975 Weight 85 lbs Base of operations arcadia
Pl 12 Eyes Green Group affiliation courts of the Fae

abilities (68 PP)
sTR -2 aGi 6 FiG 6 aWE 4
sTa 4 dEX 6 inT 2 PRE 8

offense (0 PP)
Thrown 6 Initiative 6

defense (0 PP)
Toughness (sTa) 4 dodge (aGl) 6
Fortitude  (sTa) 4 Parry (FGT) 6
Will (aWE) 8

skills (17 PP)
acrobatics 10 (16)
athletics 10 (16)
Expertise (Magic) 10 (12)
insight 4 (8)

advantages (15 PP)
animal Empathy, Benefit: arcadian Royalty, Evasion, luck x6. Move-By action, 
Throwing Mastery x4, uncanny dodge

Powers & devices (110 PP)
animate Plants (Multiple Minions, Heroic) 5
comprehend (Plants) 1
concealment (Visual (all), auditory (all), affects others, area, 
selective, Precise) 6

dimension Travel (arcadia) 1
Flight (Winged) 3
immortality 10

complications (-13 PP)
immortality is limited (Wounds from iron weapons cannot be recovered from with 
immortality. if a killing blow is dealt with iron, the arcadian dies permanently.)
Flight requires Wings. Motivation: Responsibility (the arcadian has a duty to her 
homeland) Honor (The arcadian will not EVER break her word of honor.)

Equipment, Vehicles & Headquarters
as needed. 
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Auspex (PP Total 165)
Gender F Height 5’5” identity Publicly Known
age 26 Weight 120 lbs. Base of operations The sanctum
Pl 11 Eyes Purple Group affiliation none

abilities (62 PP)
sTR 0 aGi 2 FiG 2 aWE 7
sTa 4 dEX 2 inT 7 PRE 7

offense (0 PP)
dagger 4 Initiative 2
Thrown 2 Blast 6

defense (5 PP)
Toughness (sTa) 4 dodge (aGl) 2
Fortitude  (sTa) 4 Parry (FGT) 2
Will (aWE) 12

skills (55 PP)
close combat (Knives) 2 (4)
deception 10 (17)
Expertise (Magic) 10 (17)
Expertise (streetwise) 10 (17)
Expertise (Theology) 10 (17)
insight 10 (17)
intimidation 6 (13)
investigation 6 (13)
Perception 10 (17)
Persuasion 6 (13)
Ranged combat (Blast) 4 (6)
sleight of Hand 10 (12)
stealth 10 (12)
Treatment 6 (13)

advantages (5 PP)
attractive, Equipment x2, luck, Ritualist

Powers & devices (38 PP)
Magic (dynamic alternate Effects Below) 10
     -affliction (concentration, cumulative, Progressive) 4
     -Flight 10
     -luck (area, selective) 4
     -Mind control 5
     -Mind Reading 10
     -Move object (Precise) 9
     -nullify (Broad: Magic) 10
     -Regeneration (Persistent) 10
     -Teleport (accurate, Extended, Portal) 4

complications (0 PP)
Reputation (Public criminal Record), Temper (auspex is EsPEcially vengeful)

Equipment, Vehicles & Headquarters
Headquarters (Townhouse: size -1, Toughness 12, dedicated Workshop: Ritualist, 
dimensional Portal, Grounds, isolated, library (occult), living space, sealed (Magical 
Wards), secret
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